Approved PSI Announcements:

**Check PSI Eligibility**

All Trucks/Vans with Utility Beds and Box Trucks
All Trucks/Vans 450, 4500 or bigger
Subaru STI/WRX
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO
Fisker
All Other Exotic Models (Model Year 2011 or Older)

**Available for EASI Inspection**

All Other Exotic Models Current Model Year and up to 8 Years Old (2012 or Newer)

**Tesla Products**

Tesla products can be Guaranteed by the seller if they so choose and Seller is responsible for Mechanical, Structural and Condition Report.

If Bought or Sold In-Lane: Guarantee Time is for 7 Days and Sale Day is Day 1.
If Bought or Sold Simulcast: Guarantee Time is for 10 Days and Sale Day is Day 1.
If Bought or Sold on OVE: Guarantee Time is for 14 Days and Sale Day is Day 1.
If seller does not wish to Guarantee for these extended time frames for Mechanical, Structural and Condition Reports, then they must sale unit **AS-IS**.

Revised and Effective July 1-2019.